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PVC Shrink Labels

Hind Polymers shrink labels give products maximum marketing space and increase brand identification 
with 360° display of brilliant artwork and text. Shrink Labels can be seamlessly applied to uniquely shaped 
bottles and containers. This versatile solution can be used on a variety of containers including glass, 
plastic and metal, and produced in a range of forms such as insulated, promotional and tamper evident 
using pearl, matte or gloss and metallic inks.  

Width   : 20 mm to 400 mm
Length  : 100 mm to 700 mm
Thickness  : 20 to 80 microns (0.02 mm to 0.08 mm)
Shrink Ratio  : 40% - 50%  Widthwise (Transverse Direction)
     10% - 15%  Lengthwise (Machine Direction)
Color   : Upto 8 Colors
Type   : Plain / Perforated (Horizontal / Vertical)

Cast PVC Shrink Labels

Hind Polymers Cast PVC Shrink labels also known as Varied PVC Shrink Labels which are used as full 
body labels for bottles/containers/objects with varied dimensions. With a shrinkage of upto 60% across 
the web width Cast PVC Shrink Labels can be used for containers of almost any size & shape. Using Cast 
PVC shrink labels with 360° graphics, your products will be dressed for success with maximum aesthetic 
impact and marketing exposure.
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Length  : 100 mm to 700 mm
Thickness  : 20 to 80 microns (0.02 mm to 0.08 mm)
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About Us

Hind Polymers established in 2006, manufactures quality heat shrink sleeves, printed shrink labels & 
BOPP labels for various applications. Over a period of 15 years we have established ourselves as the 
leading manufacturer of PVC heat shrink sleeves & printed shrink labels catering to Dairy, Food, 
Cosmetic, Pharmaceutical, Electrical, Fertilizer, Agro, Health and Wellness, Fan Blades, Candles, 
Cleaning & Hygiene, Gifts & Toys, Battery, Capacitor, LPG Gas, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Helium, Carbon 
Dioxide, Soda Cylinder Filling, Control Panel industries.

Hind Polymers primary focus is providing customers with customised and quality shrink sleeve and label 
packaging solutions allowing for greater creative freedom and branding. We also provide assistance with 
the equipment / tools required for your shrink applications.

Printed Shrink Labels

Hind Polymers offers world class quality shrink labels providing 360 degrees of branding. Our state of art 8 
color Rotogravure Printing technology ensures excellent, consistent and repeatable print quality through 
out the entire run and is ideal for short runs, long runs as well as multiple varieties. We manufacture full 
body shrink labels, tamper evident neck labels with & without perforations.

Benefits of Shrink Labels :
1. Durable, waterproof, scuff resistant and fade resistant as the content & images are printed on the inside 
of the sleeve.
2. Great solution for square, rectangular, curved, contoured & any unusual shaped containers.
3. Incorporating tamper evident seals for the products.
4. Increasing brand and communication space with 360 degree printing.
5. Can be used for glass, plastic, metal, ceramic, cardboard or any other type of containers.

Heat Shrink Sleeves

Hind Polymers offers a comprehensive range of shrink sleeve products for a variety of packaging needs - 
heat shrink rolls (transparent, translucent, color), tamper evident shrink sleeves (full body shrink 
sleeves, tamper evident neck bands), multi-pack shrink sleeves (combo pack shrink sleeves, 
promotional pack shrink sleeves), shrink pouches (profile cut / dome / arc shrink pouches, straight cut 
shrink pouches), busbar grade shrink sleeves, capacitor grade shrink sleeves, battery grade sleeves, 
gas valve shrink sleeves, handle rod shrink sleeves (wiper rod shrink sleeves, mop handle shrink sleeves, 
plunger handle shrink sleeves, micro fibre mop rod shrink sleeves). We supply shrink sleeves 
(transparent, translucent, opaque, colored and printed) in roll form for high speed machine applications 
and singles for hand assembly.

8-4-343/B/10/A, Vishwakarma Nagar, Opp. Meter Factory, Erragadda, Hyderabad - 500 018 INDIA

PraveenKumar Hebbare: +91 8792808582     Nand Kishore Vukkalkar: +91 9866140095  

Email: info.hindpolymers@gmail.com      Website : hindpolymers.com
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Perforated Shrink Labels

Hind Polymers Perforated Shrink Labels are tamper evident seals which are visually appealing full color 
360° product packaging with an essential safety feature that ensures the quality of your products and 
safety of your consumers. Perforated labels contain perforation lines or a set of small dashes punched 
into the label surface which will tear apart along the perforation line. Adding perforation near the cap or the 
side of the body will give extra security to your products.

Width   : 20 mm to 400 mm
Length  : 100 mm to 700 mm
Thickness  : 20 to 80 microns (0.02 mm to 0.08 mm)
Shrink Ratio  : 40% - 60%  Widthwise (Transverse Direction)
     10% - 15%  Lengthwise (Machine Direction)
Type   : Transparent / Translucent / Opaque
Color   : Upto 8 Colors
Perforation  : Horizontal / Vertical

BOPP Labels

Hind Polymers offer BOPP (Biaxially Oriented Polypropylene) Labels with its unique pearl finish which 
are water, oil and moisture resistant. BOPP Labels are perfect for PET water bottles, carbonated 
beverages, Soda bottles or any other cylinder shaped containers. Shiny with a 'pearl like' appearance, the 
BOPP labels are a sure eye-catcher as well as cost effective compared to shrink sleeves or other kind of 
labels. BOPP Labels are easily separable from PET bottles during recycling as BOPP floats in water. 

Width   : 20 mm to 400 mm
Thickness  : 20 to 80 microns (0.02 mm to 0.08 mm)
Color   : Upto 8 Colors
Type   : Plain / Perforated (Horizontal / Vertical)
Material  : BOPP Film
Packaging  : Roll
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